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COSMIC AWARENESS is the Force that expressed Itself through Jesus of Nazareth the Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed, Edgar Cayce and
other great avatars  served as 'Channels' for  'Heavenly Father ' and who speaks again today as the world begins to enter the New Age
o[ spiritual consciousness and awareness. Since 1985 Cosmic Awareness has been communicating through carefully-trained channels . The infor-
ms nsion contr4ned heroin was received from deep super-conscious trance levels and 'interpreted' by an entity affiliated with C .A.C . This
information is for those who desire to help in bringtng in the New Age . Throughout the thousands of 'Readings' given through these channels .
Cosmic Awareness tens us net to believe anything but to question, explore, doubt, and discover for yourself, through 'our own channel.
what is the truth . Cosmic Awareness will only indicate and suggest . Neither C.A .C . . the Aq uarian   Universal Service, or the Interpreter .
is responsible for anything Cosmic Awareness may state in any of these readings, nor does C .A .C . necessarily believe o r
agree with the statements of Cosmic Awareness . Energies are rnierpreted as the Interpreter sees them in trance levels an d
is not personally responsible for what is said . Members of C .A .C . are invited to send in questions to ask Awareness .
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EDITOR'S NOTE :

C.A .C . has received a number of inquiries, comments and questions and opinions regarding the subject of Zionism ove r
the past years . We have consistently ignored and avoided presenting questions of this nature to Cosmic Awareness unti l
Bill arrived and asked us if he could read to Awareness during one of our regular trance sessions a synopsis of his research
and many channelings received on this subject . We reluctantly agreed after explaining to him that we have many friends
and members who are Jewish and who may or may not be aware of the Zionist movement. It is a recorded fact that th e
UN Assembly voted overwhelmingly some time ago that Zionism was a political conspiracy and it is important to realiz e
that only a small percentage of Jews are Zionists, as is only a small percentage of Anglo-Saxons being Masons . Many Jew s
have been led to believe they are Zionists, when in fact they do not even belong to the Zionist organizations nor full y
understand what the Zionists are attempting to bring about on this planet . We hope this narrative by Bill will help to
clarify and lead to greater understanding and awareness the so-called relationship between Zionism and those callin g
themselves `Jews'. And at the same time, perhaps put into some kind of perspective how the Zionist conspiracy relates
to previous information regarding the `Beast' and the antichrist, Luciferian forces and Biblical prophecy . Neither Bill ,
C .A .C. nor Cosmic Awareness expects or intends entities reading this information to misconstrue it for anything othe r
than what it is---another spotlight in consciousness that needs to be looked at, another energy that needs to be reconciled
for Chose enlightened entities who are bringing forth the New Age . We hope the many questions raised by this reading
will prompt entities to look further, check out the various books and references and data given . If it is true that th e
Zionist organization Is responsible for all the mischief they have been accused of by so many who have carefull y
researched this secret cult, reputedly hiding behind the skirts of the Jewish people, then all should know once and fo r
all (and particulary the Jewish people), for the Zionists should be the Jew's worst enemies .

(C.A.C. General Reading, December 3, 1980 ).

QUESTION :

We'd like to begin this general reading with a long narrative by Bill S ., which we'd like to present t o
Awareness for comment. Does Awareness have an opening message .

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that this particular narrative as that which appears to be an opening of a doo r
of secrets. This may be likened unto opening a can of worms, or letting the cat out of the bag . This Aware-
ness indicates that essentially, this is opening ,1 new area of questioning which can have what appear to be
repercussions in consciousness, whereby a small opening leads to a greater and sudden exposure which ,
in turn, opens a much greater understanding of what is. This appears to be in three stages, with this partic-
ular narrative being the first opening which triggers the next two . This Awareness indicates that once this
first opening is released, the others automatically follow, likened unto fireworks, whereby the first initia l
explosion brings forth the next shower of light, followed by greater showers of light .

QUESTION :

Then it is acceptable to Awareness that Bill begin reading the narrative?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This in the affirmative .

THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN ?

BILL :

The title of this essay is called, The Jewish Question, and The Synagogue of Satan. It
concerns the enigma of the Jewish people, the untranslated portions of the Talmud an d
that which is known as `Zionism' etc .

The enigma of the Jewish people and the persecutions that have haunted them has been one of the great .
puzzles of our time. What is to be said forthwith here is with the greatest compassion and sympathy for the
Jewish people ; and no animosity toward them is intended or implied . Only the truth .

The Judaism of today is not the religion of the ancient Hebrews or of Moses or the Prophets . The Judaism
of today is a pseudo-religion based on the literalized idea of the term "Chosen People" . The Talmud, whic h
did not exist in ancient Israel, has been formulated to present the Jews as the chosen race, the one and only
people of God on the planet . By the literalization of scripture, the Jews have appropriated to themselves th e
status of Masters of the human race . In the secret teachings of the Talmud, the following points are made :

(1) All non-Jews are "goyim " ( `cattle ') and are appointed by God to be the servants of the Jews .
(2) Christians especially are to be scorned and made subservient to the Jews .
(3) Jesus was a reprobate against the faith and he was the illegitimate son of a common prostitute .
(4) Mary was that prostitute .
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(5) A Jew must never be touched by even the shadow of a Christian church .

(6) Christians worship their deity by defecating before the altar .

(7) It is God 's will for Jews to rule the world .

Yes, these things are in the Talmud . and they are the reason why the Talmud is jealously guarded and not :
allowed to be translated out of the Hebrew tongue . Only the more benevolent parts of the Talmud are eve r
translated or revealed to outsiders .

Let it be said here that most Jews are not even aware of the deepest teachings of the Talmud, and are no t
all that radical about Jewish One-Worldism . But there are some staunch rabbis who will tell a Christian : "Cool •
in your own Bible. Doesn't it say we are the Chosen People?" And indeed it does, if taken literally .

But the fact is, the Jewish identity as a nation was cut off 2000 years ago . They were disowned by God ,
divorced from Him when they murdered Jesus . The national karma that accrued from. the crucifixion of Jesu s
snuffed out their status as a nation . "The offense needs must come, but woe unto him by whom it cometh . "
The Jewish nation, in murdering the Savior, became the agent of His sacrifice for the world .

There has been no nation of Israel recognized of God since then .

The only Israel recognized under the New Covenant is "Spiritual Israel", which is the Church, the collectiv e
body of Christed humanity .

But didn 't the prophecies foretell the Jews "coming again into their homeland? " Yes, and that was fulfille d
anciently, under Ezra and Nehemiah . There is no latter-day fulfillment of these prophecies . They were ful-
filled literally when Israel and Judah returned from Assyrian and Babylonian captivity, around the 4th an d
5th centuries B.C., under Ezra, Nehemiah, and ZerababbeI . The spiritual fulfillment was the coming of th e
Christian church under the Messiah Jesus, whom Israel rejected . That is when Israel ceased to be a nation
 the eyes of God .

'ou

	

emodern state of Israel, setup in 1948 ,, is not a valid nation? That.iss erred. No way is it the
I -of-t-he Old Testament . It: is a pseudo-race and a pseudo-1 ioonn rn srXueradi ng as the "chosen people "
of God . Pseudo-race? You mean these people are not genetic descendants of the ancient Hebrews'? No, the y
are not .

In the Diaspora, or dispersion of the Jews, they gradually migrated away and blended into the Gentil e
population of the world. By interbreeding, the Jewish bloodline was diluted until, today, there is no such
thin as a Jewish race . *

' RD's Note : Please refer to Revelations of Awareness No. 79-18 (A Cosmic History of the Illuminati) ;$? .e(i, where Awareness confirmed this .

These people are no more "Jewish " than they are Swahili, Japanese or Eskimo . Jews living in any part o f
the world reflect the same racial and genetic characteristics as their Gentile neighbors . In the rare instances
where there is a fairly pure bloodline, it in no way constitutes a " nation".

The "Jewish race" of today is purely a myth, for it has no significant ancestral link to the Hebrews . The
greatest bulk of these people are converts to Judaism, and come from every race . They are married in, grafte d
in, and converted in, to constitute a modern "Jewish race . " The Sephardic and Ashkenazi Jews are examples

of this . Other Jews can trace their ancestry back as far as the 9th Century, to the Khazars, a tribe in central

Russia . The Khazars themselves were merely converts to the Jewish faith . Their chief racial stock was Turk ,
Mongol, and Slay . Jews of Khazar stock reflect the characteristic " .~wisir nose ."

No doubt many ancient Israelites are reincarnate today as "Jews". But they have no physical lineage as
Jews. The tragedy is, these people may sincerely believe they are bona-fide Jews and just take it all for granted .
But it cuts off their own realization of the True Messiah, the "Holy Messiah Self " within. By holding to a
form of the old religion, they are still looking for the coming of the Messiah, not recognizing that He has
already come, and that He is within .

ligirueJudaism of Moses	 and the Prophets is m is . clearIv errrtlas;tii
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y l~~lv Kabl~ lab These recognize the True Messiah, i-he Self within who is also YAHWEH, the Creator .
Of course, Kabbalah and the Hasidic way are considered heretical by the orthodox Jews . Of all people, the
Jews are most to he pitied for being under such a stifling, gruesome religion .

Suppose a group of people got together and proclaimed themsel v es "Romans", adopted a form of Roma n
religion, and on that basis atone, went over and seized Italy . That is precisely what today's "Jews" have don e
in seizing that strip of land in Palestine . The Arabs are the only rightful owners of that land, and have bee n
for 2000 years . "Jews" have no territorial rights to that land, since they have no ancestral bloodline .

The term "anti-semitism " has a hollow meaning, because there is no "Semite" race to be against . There is
only a pseudo-race claiming to be Semitic . If there is a real Semitic race, it is the Arabs, who are descende d
from Abraham through Ishmael . The world has simply gone along with the Jewish myth, and the Christia n
world in particular treats them as "chosen people", exactly as laid down by the Talmud .

What the world does not see is an occult conspiracy of such gargantuan proportions as to be virtually un-
believable . Centered in the House of Rothschild in London is the "Luciferian High Council " of the earth .
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The `Luciferian High Council, (Council of 13), occultly uses Judaism in carrying out its scheme, and it wa s
they who caused "Israel" to be founded in 1948, through the auspices of the United Nations . Judaism is their
convenient, ready-made vehicle for a one-world government . And an authentic "Judaism" naturally has to
have an "Israel" for its homeland . Thus the modern nation-state of "Israel" was created .

In the American government, the bulk of all political offices above the congressional level is filled by Jews .
The CFR (Council on Foreign Relations), which is THE controlling body of the U .S. government, is staffe d
by lineal descendants of the Illuminati, and is primarily Jewish . Adam Weishaupt, the founder of the Illum-
inati . was Jewish. Carl Marx was Jewish . Trotsky, Lenin and Stalin were Jewish . Rockefellers are Jewish . The
Rothschild clan is Jewish . Why are the "Captains and Kings" of this world, working behind figurehead Pres-
idents and Premiers, all Jewish? And why are they all working in unison to destroy America, build up the
communist world, and merge us all into a world superstate ?

Well, maybe they actually think that the world is better off under their control . The Fallen Ones, the delib-
erate Black Magicians who claim `Lucifer' as their god, are the present rulers of this world, enforcing their
rule through Jewish serfs who control both the capitalist and communist worlds . If challenged, they put forth
the Jewish ruse, saying, "aren't these the chosen people of God?" It is simply a convenient vehicle for worl d
domination . Jews are ensconced in the hiearchy of every major banking and political empire on earth . And
they control all national news media and the entertainment industry. Even Mao-Tse-Tung was a figurehea d
appointed by them .

No, Judaism is not the altogether innocent little "persecuted race" that we are supposed to believe . Rather,
it is the hidden tool of the most audacious, ruthless colossus of crime and occult conspiracy that this worl d
has ever seen. The grassroots Jews certainly are innocent of any complicity in a conspiracy . And they are its
greatest victims . It is those who willfully, knowledgeably collaborate at the level of Black Magic who are unde r
the Judgment of God at this moment .

Hitler, like most people of that era, took it for granted that Jewry was a literal race . And Hitler understood
the Jewish scheme to rule the world . That's why he hated and feared them. But being a madman himself,(h e
was also a Black Magician), he wanted to rule the world instead of letting the Jews do it . He didn't seem to
mind being bankrolled by Jewish (I) bankers, (the European Rothschilds),'who were simply using him as a
stooge to destroy Germany . Yes, Germany had been a strong bastion against communism in Europe, and s o
had to be neutralized . So they set up the madman Hitler, then used the Allied armies to crush Germany .
Thereupon they immediately parcelled out all of East Germany and Eastern Europe to Stalin . The truth is a
far cry from what the history books tell us.

Hitler's persecution of the Jews also served to drum up world sympathy for the soon-to-be state of "Israel . "
A

	

T,gpirk of history isthis---_O of 60_QtO )OJews_ in a11_of Cxerm?,uy,-how-did Hitler-manage to murde r
rx 'riot*. Also, there is ample evidence that some of the notorious death-camps and skeleton-heaps were--=

hash assembled by Jews themselves immediately after the war . The fact remains that Hitler did kill man y
Jews and the high-ranking Jewish bankers let him do it .

There is a passage in the Protocols of Zion that says, "For every Jew we sacrifice, we slay one thousan d
goyim".The Protocols are based upon the Talmud, and are the blueprint for Zionist one-t2 orldism .

On the other side of the world, Japan had been fighting communist advances on the Asian mainland, notabl y
in Manchuria and Mongolia . So naturally Japan had to be stopped . The American administration, acting under
the treasonous figurehead F .D.R., clamped a trade embargo on Japan to stop her alleged "imperialist expan-
sion" in Asia. Forced to her knees by the blockade, 	 Japan wasforced to attack the United States . The Roos -
evelt administration knew that the attack on Pearl Harbor was coming, and when, but made no move to pre -
vent it . When the Judeo-Luciferians want war, nations go to war, because all governments belong to them.The
world is their "chess board" .

And so the American military was used to crush Japan, making Asia safe for communism . Japan's fight was
not so much with the American people as with the treasonous, pro-communist Roosevelt administration . The
karma from the A-bombing of Japan quickly whanged back on America in the floodtide of Japanese import s
and the trade deficit we see today .

And so came another sell-out to the communists in Korea ; Truman forbids General MacArthur to run th e
Red Chinese back across the Yalu, thus stretching the war out into victory for the Reds and defeat for th e
U .S. The same sell-out in Vietnam, but on a bigger scale . This time the country (the U .S.) is rent and divided
as never before, the youth are alienated, and the U .S. is a mockery and a gutless coward in the eyes of the
world. It can't even mount a. raid to get its people out of Iran .

And the Judeo-Luciferians draw the noose tighter, drawing the world into their bag, with only the Avatar s
and the Sons of the Light to stop them . The Avatars have no quarrel with the Jews. They only want to see
these unfortunate people released, so they can embrace the true Judaism . The true Judaism, which is foun d
in Kabala and the Hassidic Way, is as beautiful as any of the other sacred traditions of the world . The Chose n
People are all who will embrace the Messiah, the Light of Higher Consciousness . And the Synagogue of Satan
will be no more .

*a**



Further reading on the Jewish question can be found in these books :

1. Iron Curtain Over America, by Col . John Beatty. The colonel was head of U .S . Army Intelligence in the
early 1950's . He documents the rise of modern Judaism as the power behind communism and abusive capit-
alism .The, author traces the roots of modern Judaism, and uncovers the reason for the U .N.'s big rush to
set up "Israel" in 1948 .
2. Myth of the Jewish Race, by Raphael Patai . The author treats the Jewish people with dignity and respect,
but clearly shows that their genetic ancestry does not come from the ancient Hebrews but rather from thei r
Gentile neighbors .
3. The 13th Tribe, by Arthur Koestler . This book traces modern Jewry 's ancestry back to the Khazars, a
warlike tribe in Russia who converted to Judaism in the 9th Century .

Note : at the end of this essay, books and other references will be listed for those who wish to read further on this subject .

While aii the conspiracies and intrigues on this little planet are the ilia, or play of Maya, it is worthwhil e
to stop and take a look behind the scenes . As we examine the powers and principalities that hold the rein s
of the world, we take away their foremost weapon, which is secrecy.

The Judeo-Luciferians havesuccessfujly_camouflagesl..themselves against even the_mastc_oncentratedJychic
probes. 'J'hry have controlled the astral andpsychic belts ai

	

planet±Qsuch adegree_that not even the most
accomphshedpsychics have suspected their existent

	

heir existence can only be gleaned and their scheme
examined- from -the-Oa
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is are a soy a the 4 lower planes . Using the planes of Spirit, we act-
ually can "home in" on their main altar in London and also track left-handed psychics and psionic operator s
behind the Iron Curtain . Sites of left-handed paraphysics and black occultism produce black spots in th e
planet's aura, effectively pinpointing their sources .

There is a great: temptation to "attack" and "bomb " the centers of evil on the earth . But that is not God's
way. It is the dualistic way, man's way . Man is always "for" this and "against" that, living in a world of opp-
osites. But God is above opposites, above man's dualistic mentality . God simply "pulls the plug" on the
Luciferians' power source. When the Light of God begins to illumine the earth, the Luficerians' power simply
dissolves away to nothing. You don't even have to "attack" them at their level of operation .

So . As we continue looking in on the mayic play in the earth, we see another facet of the Luciferians '
scheme :

WAR AND AUTOMOBILES : 2 TOOLS OF DEAT H

The Luciferians also perpetrate wars . They directly engineered every major war on the planet since the
French revolution . Using their Jewish bankers, they finance both parties in a war . They bring two govern-
ments to war, then bankroll both sides at high interest rates, thus making the governments subservient t o
them . Then they move their own people in to run the governments. This happened in the American Civi l
war. And the American government has belonged to them ever since . They took over Russia via the Bolsh-
evik Revolution in 1917, financing it with American money! It was the Rockefeller grant to Leon Trotsky
which financed the Bolshevik Revolution, believe it or not .

Every war, WW 1, WW 2, Korea, Vietnam, the atrocities in Cambodia and Afghanistan, the starvation of
millions of Russians and Chinese citizens, all. of it serves the purposes of the power elite in London . Not only
do wars fatten the coffers of Jewish bankers, but they serve a more sinister, ghoulish purpose for th e
Luciferians :

Human sacrifice. Massive, wholesale human sacrifice and bloodshed is the chief sacrament of the Lucifer -
ians . Astral vampirism . Whenever there is spilled blood, there is a great release of energy on the astral plane ,
and Luciferians, both in and out of embodiment, are able to "lap up " this energy. The embodied Lucifer-
ians, by astral projection, suck the blood of dead and dying soldiers . And the discarnate Luciferians can b e
found circling battlefields like vultures . By sucking the "death energy" released in wars, the Luciferians dra w
their strength . This is the chief purpose of war . Also, whenever there is sudden, violent death accompanied
by great fear, there i :i psychic energy released into the ethers which is auspicious to the Luciferians . They
can draw this energy and use it .

They use these astral and psychic energies the way a normal being uses food . They even thought to beat
the law of karma by building these energies into "karmic shields" . Such is the extreme perversity of these
beings. They are especially delighted whenever they can spill the blood of godly people or avatars . (Abortion
is also a major channel for bloodletting) .

Second only to war the automobile is the chief tool of the Luciferians to generate gore and spill blood;
That is why the automobt e is • esigne . as it ts : s o• y, overpowered, overspeed .l'neumatrctires that brow
out, gas filler caps strategically placed for fire and explosion, fuel tanks mounted in the most vulnerabl e
spot in a rear-end collision, interiors to cut and maim, steering columns to impale the thorax . Honestly, coul d
you design a more subtly efficient maiming and killing machine if you tried? Couple this with drunkenness ,

-sane
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irresponsible licensing laws, and incompetent operation, and you have a first-class gore machine operatin g
non-stop, 24 hours a day, year in and year out . In the U .S. alone, 40,000 to 50,000 people are killed by auto -
mobiles, and the Lord only knows how many more are crippled . And the Luciferians are well-fed . (This
yearly "death" toll speaks of death in the worldly vernacular, that is, the death of the body . We know there
is no "death" in the real sense. )

The automobile is an irreproachable tin god, a modern Moloch . People think nothing of the sacrifice i t
demands. They do obeisance to this hulking monster, spilling their blood and their bowels with never a
murmur of protest (except for a few voices like Nader) . People will protest nuclear A-plants, and well the y
should . But where are the protests over the automobile? You just don't bad-mouth cars . There is a spirit, a n
occult force that makes it this way . Automakers don't intentionally design their cars as death-traps . That' s
just the way cars "are" . People who build cars are just as hypnotized and mesmerized by them as the peopl e
who huy_them . The automobile is simply inviolateiand the Luciferians made it so .

The idea of making safe, low-speed, sensibly powered cars is out o1~tFie question . And people wou li
laugh at you to even suggest it . It, simply would not generate the gore to feed the blood-lust of the Lucifer-
ians. Also, the automobile is the agent underlying the contrived fuel shortage . In this it admirably serves th e
Luciferians' oil cartels and power politics. The automobile is the main source of air pollution, a ready-mad e
nest for bureaucracy and government interferance . So it is to the advantage of big government that the auto
mobile always pollute,and t.1Ant it never be fuel-efficient_	 	 ._—

	

-

And so there you have it---the question of wars and automobiles asked and answered, with a look at the
Judeo-Luciferian'powers that be' behind them . The world is a far different place than what appears on the
surface and in the history books . The world is rooted in maya and delusion, and ruled over by beings of in-
calcuable evil, who, though given space to repent, spat in the face of God and blasphemed all the more . Bu t
the Light of the New Age, the Christed Era, is already beginning to crumble their empire .

FINAL NOTES ON "THE JEWISH QUESTION-THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN ? "

So much space is being given in these writings to the Zionist and Jewish question, not to disparage th e
Jewish people, but to expose all facets of the conspiracy that uses them as pawns . The Jews for centurie s
have lived peacefully within their host countries, and were never guilty of any crime other than being bor n
a "Jew". A few among them, a very few, knew of the secret teachings of the Talmud, and entertained dream s
of Jewish One-Worldism . But the average Jew never shared in these myopian schemes of the dreamers . They
simply accepted their lot in life, sometimes persecuted for their religion, and were often segregated int o
ghettos. And some Jews made notable contributions to the world, as did their "Gentile" neighbors. About
the only thing that distinguished a Jew from his neighbors was the fact that he practiced a form of th e
ancient Hebrew religion . That and that alone defined him as a Jew . Many Jews also went into the occupat-
ion of accountants and financial custodians .

The ancient Israelitish nation, two nations actually, Israel and Judah, with two separate capitals and tw o
dynasties of kings- (given in 1st and 2nd Chronicles and 1st and 2nd Kings, in the Bible), was a short-live d
phenomenon of history . Even by time the two nations returned from captivity, their bloodline was severel y
diluted by interbreeding with their captor nations . The Jews were by no means a pure strain when the y
returned to their homeland . And after the crucifixion of Christ, Israel disappeared completely as a natio n
and a race, and Judah likewise . The twelve tribes of Israel were no more .

Yet in these latter days, many souls of ancient Israel have returned to embodiment as "Jews", subconsciou s
ly re-enacting their roles in the ancient nation . And they just sort of assume, with no proof one way or the
other, that they have some ancestral lineage as Jews . And this was pretty much the status quo of today's Jewr y
when Theodore Herzl came on the scene, in the latter decades of the 19th Century .

In Europe, Herzl began fanning the fires of unrest among the Jews, declaring that they ought to band to-
gether and that they ought to have a nation of their own. And so the movement began under the influenc e
of Herzl that was to crystalize as political Zionism . From its inception, it was financed by the banking mag-
nates--the Montefiores and the Rothschilds . Originally touted as the solution to Jewish "homelessness", i t
seemed on the surface to be a well-meaning gesture at first . The idea received support from Jews and non -
Jews alike .

But little did anybody know that this movement, drawn from the secret pages of the Talmud, was infuse d
with the power of black occultism that would eventually make it the vehicle for a Judeo-Luciferian world
government . Theodore Herzl was a zealot for Jewish nationhood in the same sense that Hitler was a zealo t
for Aryan supremacy . In each case, there was a "super race" ordained by God to rule the world . The Lucif-
erians have a great talent for using such fanatics as puppets to pit one faction against another. So Herzl con-
tinued to fan the fanaticism in Europe for a unified "Jewish identity " and "Jewish Nationhood ." To some ,
Herz} was the Messiah . The Jews, long content to live at peace among their neighbors, now began to think of
themselves as the Chosen People, maybe even a cut above the `Gentiles' .

As this fanaticism mounted, Herzl asserted to audiences throughout Europe and America that the "miracle "
was happening--the ancient prophecies were being fulfilled : "Israel " was coming back to its homeland . The
Christians especially fell for this highly `biblical' event . The capital of Zionism originally was in Vienna, then
moved to Cologne, then to Berlin, to London, and finally to Jerusalem by time the U .N. came to power, in
1948. Jerusalem had already been captured in 1917 by the British, and under the Balfour Declaration, made
ready for the Zionist occupation .
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The U.N.'s "peace keeping" role, along with its many "charitable" organizations like UNICEF and UNESCO ,
are nothing but a front to cover its real function . And that is to enforce the Luciferian's One-World govern-
ment. If the U.S. were to go under Executive Order and 'Regional Government', as is already planned, i t
would be U.N. troops that you would find stationed on every street corner . The U.N ., along with the Trilat-
eral Commission, the CFR, and their equivalents overseas, are all part of the collective entity known as the
Illuminati . And it is latter-day Judaism and Zionism that is the power behind the Illuminati . Zionism, in turn ,
is the direct tool of the inner circle of the `Council of 13 ' .

Caundna. Cr 1 3
POLL Tit ai ZIONISM
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The power structure of the antichrist empire is an exact counterfeit of the Pyramid of God . It is such a
thorough counterfeit in fact, that the great Masonic symbol of the United States was usurped as the Illum-
inati's insignia . "Nouns Ordo Seclurum"became "New World Order--under Lucifer" . The eye became th e
all-seeing espionage system of the Beast, and Annuit Coeptis-- "Our
system is blessed of God (or Lucifer) " . This was the actual meaning o f
the Great Seal when it was affixed to the dollar bill by the Federa l
Reserve System . The Federal Reserve System itself is the Marxist cen-
tral bank stipulated in the Communist Manifesto. In blatant violation
of the Constitution, the `Fed' has usurped all power to coin and prin t
money, and has usurped total power over the circulation of money . And
the 'Fed' itself is but one branch of the central computerized worl d
bank in Brussels.

And, in keeping with the Jewish image as bankers, accountants, an d
financial custodians, the Jews have naturally been used as the pawn s
and puppets in the monstrous scheme of the Luciferians .

My heart bleeds for these gentle people; even as my hand writes o f
these things . May God quickly free them from their dark masters . And
may God quickly free the world to the coming of the Great Messiah--
the Christ within .

MORE ABOUT THE 6 .000 .000 JEWS HITLER MURDERE D

Concerning the `six millio n ' Jews allegedly killed by Hitler's war machine, we can rest easy that the numbe r
was nowhere near that . This is not to alibi Hitler in any way, but just to clarify the record . These are the
approximate numbers of Jewry in Europe at the outbreak of the war :

Germany--600,000

	

Holland--100,000
France--240,000

	

Belgium--00,00 0

EDITOR's Note :
These figures listed by Bill are confirmed in a book called, "The Hoax of the Twentieth Century", by A .R . Butz . ($6 .00 from
C .A .C. or from Spotlight Newspaper (300 Independence Ave ., SE, Wash . DC, 20003), $16 .00 per year's subscription . The book ,
published by the Institute For Historical Review, P .O. Box 1306, Torrance, Ca . 90505, _lai__ i _s that absc~?txtely not a aing ealew
was ever killed by Hitler's ovens .	 It has made a standing offer of$50,000 to anyone who can come forth withroof that any '
Jews die din lTiisn~aii i i—fi-i tlight has been running a series of articlesai5otil this: Butz i :UmS the"gas ovens ' were actually
used to cremate corpses from typhoid epidemics and other natural and accidental causes . The ovens were remodeled shortly
after the war by historical hoaxers for financial gain in the creation of . " tourist traps" . The institute for Historical Review
has challenged the various Jewish organizations , including the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) to come up with proof that on e
Jew actually died in the ovens . To date, none have come orward and none have claimed the $50,000 reward . Other evidence
giving credence to this hoax can be found in the various books now available which claim " ~e p ia ap,t~nn I rank"--the
heart-rending story of the little Jewish girl who hid in the attic in Holland until found by tthie gestapo and gassed by Hitler--wa s
written after the war by an adult to help gain sympathy for the Jews and for nation of "Israel" as we know it today .

A HISTORY OF THE TALMU D

Concerning the two principle books of Judaism, The Torah and the Talmud, we know that these are book s

legalisms, of do 's and don ' t 's, of forms and conduct, that constitute all that is Jewish . The Torah, or "Law"

is the five books of Moses, just as it appears in the Bible . But the Talmud as it exists today did not originat e

with ancient Israel . It originated with the Khazars, the 9th Century tribe in Russia who adopted Judaism a s

their tribal religion . There were two Talmuds at that time : the Jerusalem Talmud and the Babylonian Talmud .

The Khazars adopted the Babylonian . The Babylonian Talmud was added to and added to over the centurie s

until it became virtually the `Bible' of Judaism, as well as the sourcebook of Jewish one-worldism . Even th e

"Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion" draw their authority from the Babylonian Talmud . The Jerusale m

Talmud, which still existed in the time of the Khazars, was derived from pre-Christian Israel . It still remaine d

with a remnant of Jewish rabbis in Jerusalem, and was a much shorter and more benevolent book than th e

Babylonian . But for reasons known only to the Khazar chieftans, they adopted the latter. And, the Khazars

are the chief genetic ancestors of today ' s Jewry .
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While there were still a few genetic Jews in the 9th Century, even that small number thinned out in the
dispersion or Diaspora over the next 1 .000 years . And so the enigma of the Talmud, the "Jews that ar e
not Jews," the `Synagogue of Satan,' and the Luciferian Conspiracy emerge under the spotlight of truth .

"Nothing shall be hidden that is not known, nothing shall be done in secret that shall not be shoute d
from the housetops. "

So let it be .

THE HASSIDIC WAY— THE TRUE JUDAIS M

Moses and the major prophets of Israel were Cabalists. And what they wrote had various levels of mean-
ing, just as in any spiritual discipline . The Books of Moses, which have been taken at the most basic, litera l
level, also contain rich Cabalistic symbolism. And it was the Cabala, with its language of numbers and sym-
bolic lore, that was the true religion of the Hebrew prophets . The Iay people of Israel could not receive their
prophet's teachings except at the most mundane and fundamental level . And that's the way it was presented
and preserved . So the Books of the Prophets, the Law or Torah, and even the Creation story became a liter-
alized version of the Cabala . Cabala is all symbol and allegory .

Within Judaism today there still exists a movement called the `Hassidic Way', or "Path of the Hassidim" .
A Hassid is a person who lives in a state of ecstasy, seeing the Messiah in every person, and seeing God in al l
created things. It is a true mystic path, and Hassid is able to live in the Higher Consciousness and discern th e
deep meanings hidding in the Cabala of Moses and the prophets . To the Hassid, the Messiah had already com e
as the True Self of all things . The Hassid has already labored his "Six. days" of blindness and spiritual ignor-
ance, and now lives in the True Sabbath of Enlightenment, the true Homeland .

So the Hassidic Way is the Jewish version of the Immaculate Concept, that is, of seeing the spiritual Reality
behind all things . Many Hassids do incorporate the Cabala into their Path . The Hassidic Way and Cabala con-
tain the essence of true Judaism, and it is the beautiful Reality that will open up to our Jewish friends a s
the New Age progresses .*

The true YAHWEH (JHVH or YHVH) was the God of the prophets and the God of the Cabala . But in
the mundane consciousness of the rank-and-file Hebrews, YAHWEH became their tribal deity, their vengeful ,
blood-lusting Jehovah who had to be appeased by sacrifices and burnt offerings . This counterfeit deity was
actually a powerful elemental projected by the mass consciousness of the Hebrews. He was not the true God ,
the YAHWEH who inspired Moses and the prophets and authored the sacred Cabala . YAHWEH is the tru e
Messiah, the Christ, the Higher Consciousness of us all .

Jesus came to fully reveal the Father, or YAHWEH . That is why the root letters of YAHWEH's name are
found in Jesus' name also . . $ s re = JHVH or YHV}I = Je(s)us.

THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE OLD TESTAMEN T

Some questions have arisen regarding the consciousness-level of the Old Testament . Some entities say that
the Old Testament was not inspired at all, that its writers were in contact with an inferior god or tribal deity .
The answer is this : The writers of the Law, the Psalms, and the Prophets were in contact with the true God .
Abraham, Moses, Samuel, Elijah, David, and the major and minor Prophets were Enlightened Beings . They
continually tried to raise the consciousness of their nation . Moses, a great Avatar, first codified the karmi c
law to the 'nation as the Ten Commandments, to help the people learn to live correctly at the most mundan e
and fundamental level . The other prophets and sages of Israel tried to lift the nation to a higher consciousness ,
but were unable to . The people remained fixed at their mundane, childish level, kept on violating the 1 0
Commandments, lapsing back into their idolatry and orgies. The people, the rank-and-file Hebrews, rejectin g
their prophet's pleas, were the source of the mass-mind projection which grew into the elemental calle d
Jehovah . This elemental reflected the squabbling, bloody, ego-centered mentality of the mass consciousness .
So the prophets told of the great Teacher, the Messiah who was to come, who would be Israel's last hope o f
deliverance from their bloody tribal god .

Jesus came, was rejected and crufified by his people, and that is why Israel was cut off forever as a nation .
There is no latter-day Israel in the physical sense . There is only Spiritual Israel, the collective Body of Christ ,
or the Church . Yet the ancient elemental Jehovah has lingered on to this day, as a tool of the Luciferians in
eontroliing the world . As the understanding about Israel and the Jews goes out into the mass consciousness ,
the elemental Jehovah will evaporate, and the true God of the Prophets will be known again . The Jews wil l
aot lose anything (except their ignorance), but will gain the glorious heritage that is hidden in Judaism . They
will know the Messiah, the great Yahweh, who is their own High Self .

* EX)'s Note : CAC stocks a book on this subject called "The Romance of Hassidis m", by Jacob S. Minkin . Price :$2 .50 .
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HOW THE JEWS ARE PAWNS IN THE LUCIFERIAN GAM E

(Appendix to the Chapter on 'The Jewish Ouestlon--The Synago(nut+ of Satan'? ;

Again, let; it be emphasized that we express no malice towar d
the people known as Jews . Rather, we want to objectively unveil
the truth surrounding these unfortunate people .

Consider the parallel between Hitler and Yassir Arafat . Hitler .
and the Nazi party were to Germany exactly what Yassir Arafa t
and the PLO are to the Arab states : Stooges set up by the Roth-
schild cartel to promote the cause of Zionism and the state o f
"IsraeI ." These stooges, by their demented outrages against th e
Jews, serve only to inflame world sympathy for Judaism . Thus
the world is sold on the plight of the poor little "persecuted race '
and plays right into the hands of a Judaic world superstate, as
prescribed by the Talmud.

Talmudic Judaism and political Zionism are simply the tools of
a higher occult conspiracy operated by the Rothschilds . And the
Jews themselves are the unwitting pawns in the game . Take the
persecution of dews in the Soviet Union . The Soviet governmen t
is an organ of the Rothschilds (who are themselves Jewish) . And
the grassroots Jews in Russia are the pawns . The much-publicized
hassles of Soviet Jews who want to emigrate are carefully orches -
trated to create the illusion, again, of the "persecuted race" .

The Rothschilds certainly have no allegiance to Judaism, an d
don't. bat an eye at sending dews to Hitler's ovens or sacrificin g
them to the PLO's guns or to•the Russian KGB, as long as it serve .
their nefarious scheme . After all, as the Protocols say, "One Je w
is worth a thousand goyim ". In Russia, certain eases are single d
out for publicity . But on the whole, there is not a great amoun t
of persecution of Jews in Russia .. The actual amount of it is much
less than the publicized illusion of. it . `@`t, p,

	

a-1persecutionsarg
leveled at dekout followers of Christ behind the Iron ur -ain

rThese are the persecutions you never hear about . Christians wh o
have a true . empassioned love for God and Jesus are the mos t

I ('f' a;

	

.:;'lr r

	

heavily persecuted of ail people behind the Iron Curtain . Forced
to meet underground and worship God clandestinely, these
Christians can be shot on sight or locked up in mental asylums .

Pastors or leaders of the underground church are considered worse criminals than rapists, murderers or rob -
bers . And they are sentenced accordingly, to years of hard labor and brutalization that's only given to the
worst criminals, the Christians. This goes on not only in Russia but in the captive nations of Eastern Europe .
The state-managed churches and thei r pastors are paraded before Western visitors to show off the `religious
freedom ' in communist countries. But these churches and pastors all have to be registered with the Comm -
unist party, and sermons are all screened to reflect only the party line .

But the unseen underground church lives on, under a state of siege that far eclipses the sufferings of th e
church in the catacombs of Rome . The sufferings of this unknown church constitute part of the Great Inter-
cession for the earth . And the sufferings of Russian Jews, staged for the world to see, are really nothing com -
pared to the sufferings of that church . Yet truly, who is in the greater bondage? Is it not the Jew, lacked as
he is in a dead, formalized versinfs of Judaism?

The True Messiah, the Christ within, is the real freedom, though the body may be chained in prison .

The Synagogue of Satan, in the literal sense, is the modern Talmudic Judaism and politcal Zionism, a
veritable "prison " to the people known as Jews . It imprisons the soul and cuts off realization of the True
Messiah, the Christ within. In a symbolic sense, the Synagogue of Satan can refer to all loveless, sectaria n
forms of religion . (This is not to say that there aren't individuals in those religions, including Judaism, wh o
are embued with the love of God . )

But in the New Age, the love of God will shine undimmed as the great YAHWEH of true Judaism, wh o
is the Messiah, the Savior, and the God of all true religions .

Heaven speed the New Day, the Sabbath-Rest of all God's `Chosen People' .

♦ea . . ,

re's Note : Much of this narrative was channeled by Bill several years ago when the Bolsheviks were in power in Russia an d
persecutions of Christians and iews were occurring . Since that time, the 'underground church' has surfaced and accordin g
to Dr . Betel- and Cosmic Awareness has ousted the Bolsheviks from power in Russia and persecutions have ceased . In late r
chaiinelirtgs, Bilf tuned into the energies of the 'underground church' which had surfaced and was acting in the cosmic
Intercession--these entities known as the Skoprsis . Ile expressed amazement: to find this information corrolated with tha t
given previously by Awareness and Dr . Bete)• and release ., by C .A .C . in numerous readings .

	

-
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FINAL SUMMATIO N

So in the final analysis, what does this whole question of modern Judaism actually amount to? Simply
this: Modern Judaism, Zicndem, and the state of "Israel" are the nucleus of a Judeo-Luciferian wori:i
sr ;rerstate, the arch-counte ::feit of the True Jerusalem, the Kingdom of God on earth. It is the biggest con
ever perpetrated on the world and the most thoroughly camofiaged from detection . It is the antichrist's
biggest blasphemy. against the Bible and the Holy Spirit, and the most audacious ploy by the Luciferians
for world domination.

nd the great bulk of the Jewish people are innocent pawns and the greatest victims of this hoax, becaus e
it blinds them to the True Israel and the True Messiah within .
Judaism, though hidden from view, stands squarely at the helm of all political, economic, and militar y

affaiis of the world . Under the direct management of the Luciferians, it controls the Jliurnir ati (or Ch 'R) ,
the U.N., communism and capitalism . It is indeed the Synagogue of Satan and the topmost stratum o f
the antichrist empire .

('Phis concludes the narrative) .

	

*** :r<*>I: *

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this as a very clear narrative in regards to the issues at hand . This Awarenes s
suggests that the term "Jew" or "Judaism" as that which has an all-encompass? . r . catch-all pin lee for
entities of various races who have embraced the Old Testament teachings . This Awareness indicates that thi s
including the various racial strains from earlier tribes or cultures which embraced . the Old Testament teach-
ings and the Talmud.

This Awareness indicates that essentially, a distinction needs to be made more clearly between the terms
`Hebrew', `Jew', and 'Zionist'. This Awareness indicates that the Zionists are those who are seeking throug h
a particular type of activity and conspiracy to create a world domination of a political/economic rulin g
class over the masses ; this as having much power involved, and directed by these Luciferian energies a s
mentioned in the narrative .

This Awareness indicates that the `Jew ' as simply a name attributed to a particular class of people wh o
may come from different nationalities, different racial stock, and different belief systems, but who, by thei r
common cultural affiliations with each other, embrace the name `Jew'. This Awareness indicates that man y
are of black race, of Chinese or Japanese, are of the white race, or of the brown race . This Awareness indi-
cates that it does not rest on racial backgrounds as a true determination of one 's Jewish distinction .

This Awareness indicates there are also Christian Jews. There are also Jews who embrace other religions.
This Awareness indicates therefore, it does not rest on the religion of these entities as to whether or no t
they are Jewish. This Awareness indicates that there are different nationalities of Jews ; therefore it does no t
rest on their nationality . There are also different social class levels, therefore it has nothing to do with socia l
distinction. This Awareness indicates it simply is a term which entities can attach to themselves and can pass
on to their children and t.o their children's children.

This Awareness indicates that essentially, the term `Jew ' did not come in use until around the 10th cent-
ury, and particularly near the 14th century . This Awareness indicates that therefore, many entities may us e
the term to allow themselves to fit in with the Jewish people or the religion or the nationality or the status ,
or entities may attempt to avoid the term to escape from being classed as Jew . This Awareness indicates tha t
in many instances, there are certain bloodlines wherein the Khazar line is prominent . This Awareness indicates
there are many who stem from Persian stock, and some from the Mediterranean area who embraced Judais m
in the past simply as a kind of religious doctrine or philosophy and who passed on this to their children ,
assuming within generations that they were Jewish by race rather than simply by choice .

This Awareness indicates that this narrative as particularly accurate in describing the changes which occ-
urred in the fading out of the Hebrew lineage and the moving in of the Khazar type of Judaism embracing
the teachings of the Babylonian Talmud. This Awareness indicates that the majority of Jewish people in the
world are Jewish by suggestion or by heritage,--cultural or family, rather than by bloodline or by choice . Thi s
Awareness indicates the entities may have choice, but are not necessarily aware that they have the choice ,
that these entities can accept this term in regards to their own religious and cultural choice, or can embrac e
other religions and cultures because the bloodline is in fact, not Iinked to the Hebrew lineage .

This Awareness indicates that the distinction between these three has been obscured, and needs to b e
clarified, so that those who are being used by the Zionists can determine whether they wish to continue bein g
so used, and those who are so using these, may be distinguished by their actions rather than by their claim as
Jews, which allows them to hide among the midst of a downtrodden people, a downtrodden `chosen' people .
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No. 6

LETTERS FROM BILL . . . .

( A Cosmic View of things from another frame of reference )

Dear Avaton & Vikki . . .

There's a few words that might be said in anticipation of the Zionist material when you publish it. Among
the first to attack the material will be certain activist groups like the Anti-Defamation League and the Jewish
Defense League . They will use the standard label of °anti .-sernitism' which they attach to all probes of th e
Jewish question .

While the material is clearly set forth as NOT "attacking" the Jews, it backs its research with thorough doc-
umentation . To those who want to challenge this documentation, there is one answer : "Bring forth you r
own proof and your own research . The burden of proof is on YOU, to back your claims . "

One argument will be that the Jewish State is here, it exists regardless of its racial origins and regardless of
the methods that brought it into being . The fact that it is here and that it occupies Palestine gives it statu s
as a race and a nation. And, no doubt there is some merit to that argument. But the truth about the whole
Jewish question needs to be made available to all who are open-minded to it . And the Jews should be aware
that there is a true, mystical aspect : of their faith represented in the Hassidic Way and the Cabala . Moses ,
David, and the Prophets of Israel were all in contact with the True God of the Universe, the great 'YAHWEH
(YHVH) of the Cabala .

But the rank-and-file Hebrews, like the "Jews" of today, have lost contact with the true YAHWEH . Their
deity is the elemental Jehovah, whose name derives from the 'rue God, but is a Hebrew mass-mind project -
ion, a tribal deity. No doubt this elemental has lingered over the centuries and has been used as a tailor-mad e
puppet by the Luciferians to perpetuate the Jewish myth .

Also, this elemental Jehovah is the guiding force behind some of the very narrow fundamentalist Christia n
sects. Their consciousness is strictly at the level of Jehovah, and interestingly, they are the first to see Jewr y
as the "Chosen People" . The "Father" of these Christian sects is none other than the elemental Jehovah .

But as the scales fall from man's eyes . the beauty of true Judaism, true Christianity, and all the other relig-
ions of man will shine as the rainbow of the One Light . God speed the New Day.

*a:**

A HYFERSPACE MESSAGE TO THE ROTHSCHILO S

The following is an inter-plane or Hyperspace message going out to the `Council of 13' in London :

"To the `Council of 13' : You have been examined . You have been tried in the balance and found wanting.
This message, beamed into your main altar from a plane beyond your own, is notice of your termination .
You have heard the words of the Judgement .

Notice is hereby served that you will vacate this planet and this solar system as set forth in the Judgement .
If you elect to remain on this planet, you will find that the incoming energies and accelerations are poiso n
to your lifestreams. The incoming Ray is negative to your life-spiral, and will extinguish the vital force i n
your four lower bodies . To your life-processes which are maintained by the vampirism of blood,, the incom-
ing Ray is the Destroyer, the Hammer of Thor, and the Ray of Shiva . You, your immediate cohorts, an d
your android-robotoid-synthetic creations control the earth no longer. Repent now and embrace the Light
in the manner of Rhyee; repent and join the Forces of Freedom and Truth before Grace completel y
closes---or remain on this planet at your own jeopardy . You have been warned . "

The Luciferians' termination is a matter of their own choice . 888 does not "attack" or destroy them. They
destroy themselves by their own free will . Darkness cannot coexist with Light—Ws as simple as that . Th e
Death Sentence on them is a "passive judgement ." By their own free choice, they are their own judge, jury ,
and executioner. Or, by their free choice, they can be their own savior (though that chance is rapidly closing) .
There's an old saying---"You move an inch toward God, and He will move a foot toward you . "

I'm going out into the desert for a while to do these transmutations. Out there, the energy is less pollute d
with noise and distractions and psychic bedlam. The lints to the cosmos is stronger and purer in a desert or
mountain environment . It's a funny thing about magic ; 100 years ago such things as radio and television
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would've been termed 'magic'. But in the universe there is really no magic, lust the higher laws of God an d
Nature . The laws of Hyperspace, tapping into the higher dimensions of Reality, are really just as natural a s
sunshine and puppy dogs .

These magical rites can eventually be refined to where no physical apparatus is needed at all . The "altar no t
made with hands" becomes a collective thought-form, a solidified prayer in consciousness, not needing a n
outward physical symbol . As long as the Crown Chakra can be opened reliably, this thought-form or praye r
meshes directly with all the levels of Hyperspace . This is the principle of "loosing in heaven what is loose d
on earth" and "loosing on earth what is loosed in heaven" .

Right now, just using a little globe of the world, the Crown Chakra can be opened, the mantrams and song s
recited, and the universe hears and registers the whole ritual . (It hears the concepts, not the literal word s
necessarily .) Then using hand motion, you can make the clockwise-going Alpha-Omega spirals over the littl e
globe. And there is a corresponding action out in space over the earth . This helps boost and amplify th e
ritual, to further energize the Light energies coming in . The action is much like that in the pyramid generator,
except now the operator does the action directly . The spirals are always done with the right hand . Also, yo u
can put your finger on specific spots on the globe, to energize additional radiation into those areas . (This is
always done with the Crown Chakra open, so the action will register .) Spots like Brussels and Poland, London ,
New York, China, etc . are priority areas for these selective Light treatments, not to mention Iraq, Iran, and
many other places .

The capacity to do these rituals is in every human without exception . As Jesus said, "Know ye not that y e
are gods?" All it takes is a wholehearted surrender to the Higher Self or the Heavenly Father . The channel
will open, and the Father's will will reveal itself ; it may be any of thousands of different trips--maybe writin g
or composing or magic or public service or just living a clean, exemplary life . Whatever an entity 's major
trip may be, he is always capable of doing magic as torm as it 's in accordance with the will of the Highe r
Self, or God. Every entity's prayers . intercessions, mantrams, etc . helps to heal the earth and hasten th e
coming of the New Age . That's what. Christ meant when He said, "Watch until I come ."

The coming of Christ is the awakening of consciousness in all entities . Part of the "watching" or the "holding "
of the earth is also done on the outer plane through such phenomena as the Beatles, 'Moral Majority', an d
others. Such seemingly diverse movements all energize certain aspects of the one Light .

Yours truly, Bill .

ED'S NOTE : The following bit rcgardieg the origin of the Hebrews was not par! : of the narrative Bill read to Awarenes s
during this reading_ I am including it., however, because it explains from the Biblical point of view how the lineage could
be traced back to Abraham . Awareness has previously explained that .Jehovah was a space cannibal and a geneticist who
created clones on Mars to he used as slaves and food. Driven out by the Galactic Space Confederation, the entity came t o
earth in UFO's and planted his clones thereon . (For more information on this, please refer to `ll .evelations of Awareness'
No . 79-25 (The Secret of the UFO's) ;$4 .00, and earlier readings relating to this subject . From Bill's frame of reference i n
a letter he =lied to me since the reading was given, he sees this UFO theory as a cosmic metaphor and allegory . What d o
you think?

CONCERNING THE RACIAL ORIGIN OF THE HEBREWS '

Dear Avaton :

It is the belief of this channel that the UFO origin of the Hebrews is a metaphor, an inspired allegory .
Concerning the racial origin of the Hebrews, the Bible says they sprang from Abraham, who had journeye d
from an eastern land called "Ur of the Chalees ." He had one son, Isaac, who was the father of Jacob, whose
name was changed to Israel . The 12 sons of Jacob (or Israel} begot the 12 tribes .
Anyhow, Abraham had another son, Ishmael, who was illegitimate . Isiunael. became the progenitor of th e
Arabs. To this day, the I<oran recognizes Abraham as the Father of the Arabs, through Ishmael . The Arabs
have a direct physical lineage back to Abraham . The Arabs never lost their bloodline, never went into a
dispersion or Diaspora as the Hebrews did .

But the problem of the UFO theory is this : Abraham would have had to be the spaceman, since he is th e
Father of the Hebrews. He is also the father of the Arabs . That would make today's Arabs descendants o f
a spaceman . "Ur of the Chaldees" would have to be a metaphor of some kind for another planet . Bur. UR,
Chaldea, Babylon, etc . are real archaeological spots on the earth . The Old Testament, in this respect, i s
highly accurate and literal, and modern archaeological digs have confirmed its accuracy in many areas .
This is no big deal ; it's just that metaphors, if taken too literally, can be a mite confusing .
A Consciousness channel will sometimes generate allegories, and this is perfectly acceptable . The scriptures

themselves were often channeled as allegories and metaphors .
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Sure, an entity can reincarnate i :ei many different maces, but there is always that filamentary trace, a n
"impurity" as it were, connecting one racial stock to another . The connection or "trace" may go bac k
thousands of years or tens of thousands of years to where the branching-point is at . No race is a genetic -
ally pure race—let's put it that way . An American Indian may reincarnate as a white, or a white as a Negro ,
but if you trace their bloodlines hack far enough, you'll find connections between them . This is where Hitler
was screwed up in his thinking, concerning a "pure Aryan " race. There is no such thing as an absolutely "pure
race . l.f there ever was such a thing as a "pure " race on the earth, all it would have taken was for one man an d
woman from another race to get together, and bingo—no more "pure race" from then on . The idea of a genet-
ically "pure" race is a myth . A race can disappear through natural attrition or through dilution with foreig n
blood as happened with the Jews, a race can disappear in this manner . And this leaves a lot of disearnat e
entities forced to lodge permanently in other bloodlines .

While an entity may reincarnate from race to race to fulfill karmic obligations and so on, that entity stil l
tends to affiliate itself with a particular race . Its principal incarnations will be in that race . But the Jews ,
having lost their race, have been forced to take birth as an artificial ethnic group made of foreign blood . How -
ever, there are race traces of Hebrew blood that did not completely disappear in the Diaspora, and which hav e
been preserved to this day . In Genesis 49 :10 a prophecy is given, "the sceptre shall not depart from Judah. "
The prophecy is the literal, and the ` sceptre ' refers to the messianic bloodline in which Jesus was to be born .
And it was also a promise that this scepter bloodline would never entirely disappear from the earth . It "shall
not depart" from Judah . Judah, which was one of the 12 tribes of Israel, in this case represents the Hebre w
race itself. So by preserving the ancient `Sceptre' blood, there would also be a trace of the Hebrew natio n
still existing . This "trace" would be one which escaped the karmic curse on the nation which fell on the m
at the murder of Jesus .

Joseph and Mary, the parents of Jesus, were both of the ancient ; `Sceptre' blood of the tribe of Judah . And
both their geneologies trace back to David, and from David back to Abraham, the Father of the Hebrews .
Their geneologies were recorded in the Roman census as well as in the Bible . Joseph's genrology is given in
Matt . 1 :147, and Mary ' s is given in Luke 3 : 23-34 (Joseph is the son-in-law of Hell, Heli being mary ' s father) .
Now Joseph and Mary went on to have at least 6 and possibly 7 other kids besides Jesus . Matt . 13 :55-56 lists .
Jesuit' brothers (James, doses, Simon, and Jude), plus "sisters", indicatin ; at ieaet two girls . All this is in th e
literal ; it does not mean spiritual kin in this case . It was a big family . And it was from these, the progeny o f
Joseph and Mary, that the ancient `Sceptre' blood has been preserved to this day . It did not: entirely die out
in the Diaspora as did the rest of the Hebrew bloodline .

And h,cre today, marriages are being arranged from the inner plane, bringing together men and women who
carry a trace of the ancient Sceptre blood, fulfilling the promise that "the sceptre shall not depart from Judah .
The children of these marriages are avatars, actual life-streams or partial life-streams of ancient Hebrews who
were close to God . In addition, these avataric children will beget a renewed bloodline for the Jews, so tha t
the Jews will one day have a genuine bloodline again .

Tire entities carrying the ancient Sceptre blood are not Jewish, and in most every case have no consciou s
knowledge of their "Hebrew connection," If one of these entities happens to be a "Jew" in the present emb-
odiment, it is by coincidence and not design . But as these avatars began their awakening and as the real stor y
of the Jews opens u n hi human understanding, the beauty and glory of true Judaism will unfold on the eart h
again, even as it. was given by the prophets of old .

This channel would he pleased to end these readings on the Jewish, question, but there is still much energ y
left in this area . The story promises to become more fascinating as it unfolds . The karma that befell the Jews
at the crucifixion of Jesus was not all generated at that moment, but was the return of an ancient karm a
from a time more ancient than Abraham . There is an extraterrestrial connection somewhere in the pre-histor y
of the Jews . This channel is "wanting a tightrope" trying to tune into these readings in the literal, and brin g
them through without allegory . It will take more energy later on to get into these areas .

ED's Note : Like it is for many entities, Bill is finding it very hard to reconcile the information given previously by Awareness
about Jehova having cloned these entities on Mars and then bringing them to earth, due to his close fundamental interpretat -
ion of scripture . Although the rational mind naturally tends to reject this information as "too far out", there are indication s
from Bill , as mentioned above, that he is starting to tune into the extraterrestrial nature of these entities . Like his skepticism
of the `kopt : is, he is starting to tune into this possibility also . referring to these entities as the `underground church' . Cosmi c
alw ; reness is the first to tell us `to doubt, to search, to check out other frames of reference etc .' in order to determine th e
truth . For this reason, this editor does not edit out any of Bill's material which is in conflict with what Awareness has tol d
us previously . Seeing these things from another frame of reference is vary interesting and enlightening and 1 am sure that a s
Bill continues to tune into all these various aspects of the cosmic chess game being played, that his realizations will fit in quit e
well with what Awareness has previously revealed and we all shall be further en .lightend by his dear and succinct point o f
view .
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Feb. 12, 1981 (Continued channeling on the Jewish question) .

The ancient Suernians, who lived during the times of Atlantis, were the entities who were later the Hebrew s
and then the Jews of today. The Suernians lost their bloodline in the cataclysms that destroyed the world o f
that day. A trace of the Suernian blood, passed on by priests who were not involved in the karma of the nation ,
showed up millenia later in Abraham . And Abraham fathered a renewed bloodline for the displaced Suernia n
entities, who were now called the Hebrews. The ancient traits that they carried with them from Suernia an d
Maldek kepi: bringing their heavy karma back into them . It got them into captivity in Egypt, and Moses cam e
and gave them the 10 Commandments, by which they could have worked off their karma . But they kept screw-
ing up, and got hauled off again and again, by the Assyrians and the Babylonians . By time they finally made i t
back to Israel, their Hebrew blood was thoroughly diluted by interbreeding with their captors .

Then Jesus came with the New Covenant, a revolutionary new teaching that could deliver them once an d
for all from their ancient karma . Grace, pure devotion to the true YAHWEH, the "Father" of Jesus ' teaching,
could deliver them from the i'igmentary Jehovah that they had set up . This was truly the grand opportunity
to shed the ancient curse for all time to come. But instead, they murdered Jesus, and the curse came back o n
them again in full force. It wiped out their bloodline again, and made them once again the pawns and puppet s
of the same masters that had used them on Suernia and Maldek , These, of course, are the Rothschild-Zionists
of today .

The Jews have no conscious knowledge or recollection of the inexorable karma that has dogged their heel s
since the days of Maldek . But the Rothschilds know about ; it . So far, the Rothschilds have managed to thwar t
every avatar who has come to rescue the Jews . They were on hand at the crucifixion of Jesus, and poisone d
their minds against him for the net 2000 years . Rescuing the Jews is vital in rescuing humanity, for it i s
through the Jews that the Rothschitds have ruled the planet up to now . Never before, not even on Maldek,
have the Rothschilds ever been defeated . Never before has their force-field ever been breached or their mind
probed by the agents of God . This is why the 8th plane has come into the earth at this time, for Rothschil d
would already have blown the earth exactly as he did Maldek .

All prior attempts to defeat Rothschild have been rooted in some plane of duality, and this is why the y
failed . By trying to fight against him, no attacker has ever broke through his defense . But the 8th plane agents
teach a new method altogether : and that is not to attack, but to love even Rothshild . From the platform of
Oneness, which the 8th plane is, it is impossible for there to be an enemy . From this plane of Oneness, not even
Rothschild is an enemy, not even for all he's done . He's simply a fallen brother in dire need of healing an d
rescue . This is why the 8th plane can penetrate his barriers . It is the force of love instead of hate, even instead
of the "righteous hate" of Cosmic duality . It is a force bent on healing instead of destroying . Can any lesser
love than this be ascribed to the one who is truly God?

Even Jesus "attacked" the money changers . But the 8th plane would rather heal them . What greater joy
could there be than to see a fallen brother, wounded and scarred with the ages, walk fully healed back Hom e
to the Father's House?

We have seen the depths of evil . Can we not go a step further and forgive, and invite the fallen brothe r
back home? From the plane of Oneness, there is only one enemy to exorcise, and that is maya--the sense o f
duality and separation from God . If the 8th plane has no malice for Rothschild, how much less should w e
have any malice for the Jews? Even now, the renewed bloodline for the Jews has been fathered, to one da y
host the Messiah Race, a unique and special people in the history of the cosmos.

Even as Rothschild and Lucifer are the Prodigal Sons, the Jews will be the Prodigal Race come home . This ,
of course, applies to all humanity as well .

"LETTERS FROM BILL " are published periodically as a service to the membership by Cosmic Awarenes s

Communications, P .O . Box 11S, Olympia, Washington 68507 . Subscription rates upon request ;
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